BOEN Sport Flooring Guarantee
Your new parquet surface covering for gyms and sportshalls is being produced at one of the most
modern parquet flooring factories in Europe. BOEN manufactures parquet flooring with latest
technology with precision and fine engineering.
Based on our high product quality we can offer you a 5-year guarantee

Warranty terms
The guarantee applies for our 2- and 3-layer parquet flooring elements with a thickness of 14mm, 21mm or 23mm
with sealed surface “Protect-Ultra“ to be installed in gyms and sportshalls. The warrantee is extending to the
functional capability, the structure of the layers as well as the gluing of the cover lamellas. The warrantee applies from
the date of purchase mentioned on the invoice. The condition for a warrantee claim is that the customer is obeying
the warrantee principles of the standard procedures for installation and the cleaning and maintenance instructions of
the company BOEN.
The warrantee applies for the use in gymnasiums; usage according to the specification of the EN 14904 and the DIN
18032 part 2. The temperature in a gymnasium needs to be about 18° C with a relative humidity of about 55%.
The installation of the BOEN parquet boards (Double-,Single-, Elastflex) needs to be done on load distribution boards
with dimensions of about 15mm x 95mm at a clear distance of maximum 40 mm. The 14mm and 21mm BOEN
sportsparquet boards are fixed by using appropriate cramps or nails. The head joints of the parquet boards have to be
installed on the center of the below sub-floor board.
Any damages due to accidents, force majeure or due to improper use are not covered by the warrantee.
Also visual damages such as e.g. gaps, which happen regularly because of temperature and changes from season to
season, changes of the color due to strong sunlight , dents respectively damages as well as changes in the shapes of
the planks due to the room temperature, are not covered up under the warrantee.
Any damages which had been caused by improper maintenance, cleaning or repair of the surface covering,
mechanical or chemical damaging or any kind of damages due to the negative effects of humidity are also not covered
by this warrantee.
The surface sealing “Protect-Ultra“ is a protective layer and is subject to standard wear off while it is being used. The
standard wear off therefore does not represent a case of warrantee. If wearing shows up on the surface covering, the
surface covering needs to be replaced in time completely or partially in order to guarantee its protective function.
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